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Abstract

Herein, we describe a method for targeting to and retaining intravenously (IV) injected 

nanoparticles at the site of acute myocardial infarction (MI) in a rat model. Enzyme-responsive 

peptide-polymer amphiphiles (PPAs) were prepared and assembled as spherical micellar 

nanoparticles. The resulting nanoparticles respond to matrix metalloproteineases (MMP-2 and 

MMP-9) that are upregulated in heart tissue post-myocardial infarction. The nanoparticles undergo 

a morphological transition from spherical-shaped, discrete materials to network-like assemblies 

when acted upon by MMPs. We show that 15–20 nm, responsive nanoparticles can be injected IV, 

undergoing reaction with MMPs in the heart after MI, with the resulting assemblies remaining 

within the infarct for up to 28 days. The initial studies reported here set the stage for the 

development of targeting systems for therapeutic delivery for acute MI. Critically, with this 

development, injection of materials is possible via the IV route immediately following MI, 

resulting in targeted accumulation and long term retention at the site of MI.

Keywords

nanoparticle; enzyme-responsive; myocardial infarction; intravenous injection; MMP

Heart failure following a myocardial infarction (MI) continues to be one of the leading 

causes of death.[1] Immediately after MI, there is an initial inflammatory response with 

cardiomyocyte death and degradation of the extracellular matrix.[2, 3] This results in negative 

left ventricular (LV) remodeling leading to wall thinning, LV dilation, and depressed cardiac 

function.[4] Several experimental approaches have been examined to inhibit this negative 

remodeling process; one promising approach is the use of injectable biomaterials,[5] which 

can be used as stand-alone scaffolds to encourage endogenous repair or for delivering 

therapeutics such as cells, growth factors, or small molecules.[5, 6] Ideally a therapeutic 

should be delivered in a minimally invasive procedure as acutely as possible to prevent 

continued cardiomyocyte apoptosis and initiation of negative LV remodeling. Local 

intramyocardial delivery of biomaterials to the injured myocardium can be performed 

minimally invasively via catheter when the material is designed appropriately;[6] however, 

needle-based injection during the acute phase post-MI is unlikely to translate to the clinic 

given safety concerns with the weakened acute MI wall and unstable patient population.[6, 7]

Nanoparticles are attractive for minimally invasive delivery because they may be 

administered via intravenous (IV) injection and target the heart through the enhanced 

permeability and retention (EPR) effect that is present in the acute stages of MI due to leaky 

vasculature.[8] Nanoparticle systems are unique in that they may be prepared with relatively 

small diameters ranging from 6 – 200 nm, making them ideal for systemic transport. 

Particles with diameters from 10–100 nm have demonstrated improved circulation 

times,[13, 14] and nanoparticles possessing diameters from 15–350 nm have been injected IV 

and delivered to the infarct via the leaky post-MI vasculature.[10–12] However, spherical 

nanoparticles within these size ranges are often cleared from the target tissue within 24 

hours.[12, 16, 17] Targeted nanoparticle systems are likely to increase retention within the 
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myocardium, but many of these studies lack long-term evaluation beyond a few hours to 

days.[11, 16, 18] Both active targeting to the infarcted myocardium and retention of the 

material for periods longer than 1 week are current and significant challenges in developing 

nanoparticle delivery strategies to treat MI.

We present a novel approach for targeting the MI as well for achieving prolonged retention 

of a material in an acute MI via IV injection. The nanoparticles were designed to respond to 

enzymatic stimuli (matrix metalloproteinases, MMPs) present in the acute MI resulting in a 

morphological transition from discrete micellular nanoparticles into network-like scaffolds 

(Figure 1). The fluorescent nanoparticle is composed of brush peptide-polymer amphiphiles 

(PPAs)[19] based on a polynorbornene backbone with peptide sequences specific for 

recognition of MMP-2 and MMP-9 (methods and characterization provided in Supplemental 

Information). IV delivery allows the enzyme-responsive nanoparticles to freely circulate in 

the bloodstream until reaching the infarct through the leaky post-MI vasculature,[8] where 

they assemble and remain within the injured site for up to 28 days post-injection. Previously, 

similar enzyme-responsive nanoparticles were shown to successfully accumulate after IV 

delivery in murine tumors that chronically overexpressed MMP-2 and MMP-9.[19] For the 

MI application, the polymer design was modified to optimize net polymer amphiphilicity. 

We reduced the degree of polymerization of the hydrophilic block and degree of conjugation 

of hydrophilic peptide such that the hydrophilic weight fraction was 0.45 instead of 0.55, 

which increased the responsiveness of the system (Figure S6) by decreasing the peptide 

brush density within formulated micelles of the same size. In this study, we demonstrate 

proof-of-concept that these enzyme-responsive nanoparticles target, assemble, and are 

retained in an acute MI, thereby providing a promising approach for delivery of therapeutics 

immediately post-MI and obviating the need for risky intramyocardial injections.

We hypothesized that enzyme-responsive nanoparticles could respond to the upregulation of 

MMP-2 and MMP-9 that occurs in an acute MI,[20] creating a scaffold that would be 

retained in the tissue. In a previous report, super resolution fluorescence microscopy was 

used to detect a particle size increase from a similarly responsive particle system within 

tumor tissue.[21] To first evaluate whether the aggregated particles would remain in the 

infarct over time, we pretreated responsive (containing L-amino acids) and nonresponsive 

(containing D-amino acids) particles with MMP-9 for 24 hours to cause pre-aggregation of 

the responsive particles in vitro, and then injected the resulting material into healthy rat 

myocardium (in vivo methods provided in Supplemental Information). The results indicated 

that pretreated, responsive particles remain in the tissue up to 7 days post-injection, while 

nonresponsive particles were cleared after 1 hour (Figure 2). These data suggest that 

responsive particles are activated by MMP-9 to induce a morphological change into an 

assembled scaffold, which is retained at the injection site. By contrast, nonresponsive 

particles remain inert in the presence of MMP-9 and are cleared quickly. Next, we evaluated 

our system in a rat MI model to determine whether upregulated MMPs in the infarct were 

sufficient to cause particle aggregation. Responsive and nonresponsive particles were 

delivered via intramyocardial injection 7 days post-MI, and rats were euthanized 6 days 

post-injection. Aggregation was observed in hearts that received responsive particles 

compared to minimal accumulation of the nonresponsive particles (Figure 3), demonstrating 

that the increased expression of MMPs post-MI activates the morphological transition of our 
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responsive particles. The responsive particles were observed up to 6 days post-injection, 

suggesting that the network-like scaffold remains in the infarct zone over time, compared to 

the minimal aggregation observed for nonresponsive particles.

Finally, we tested whether the nanoparticle system could be delivered IV and accumulate in 

the infarct. Responsive and nonresponsive nanoparticles (300 nmol) were injected into the 

tail vein of rats 24 hours post-MI (in vivo methods provided in Supplemental Information). 

After 2 days, greater accumulation was observed in the hearts of animals that received the 

responsive particles, compared to the nonresponsive particles (Figure 4). Responsive 

particles were found in the infarct and adjacent borderzone, but not in the remote, viable 

myocardium. This pattern of accumulation continued to be observed in the tissue at 7, 14, 

and 28 days post-injection, demonstrating that this unique targeting approach provides for 

long-term retention in the tissue. When responsive particles were injected into healthy, non-

infarcted rats, no aggregates were observed in the heart (Figure 4). To test whether the leaky 

post-MI vasculature was necessary for particle accumulation in the infarct, we injected 

responsive particles (IV route) 30 days post-MI. The EPR effect, which occurs acutely post-

MI,[2, 22] is less prevalent over time.[8] For example, in other studies, less accumulation of 

liposomes has been observed when injected IV 7 days post-MI compared to both 1 and 4 

days post-MI.[10] In our system, minimal accumulation was observed when delivered in the 

presence of a chronic MI (Supplemental Information, Figure S7), suggesting that the EPR 

effect is necessary for particles to initially enter the tissue. Other nanoparticle systems have 

exploited the EPR effect for passive targeting including polymeric micelles[23], liposome 

based nanoparticles[24], and vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF)-encapsulated 

liposomes[25]. While these systems showed promise in treating MI by demonstrating 

increased cardiac function or decrease in infarct size compared to their saline or non-treated 

controls, they are limited by their lack of long-term retention. The MMP responsive 

nanoparticles reported here likewise use the EPR effect for initial passive targeting. 

However, in contrast, these particles undergo a morphological switch in response to 

upregulated MMPs, due to incorporation of the MMP-cleavable peptide sequence, which 

results in long-term retention (up to 28 days) at the site of infarction.

A therapeutic material should remain in the infarcted tissue for a prolonged period of time 

(>1 week to several weeks) to adequately prevent negative LV remodeling. This places a 

substantial burden on nanoparticle design and delivery strategies. Surprisingly, only a 

limited number of studies have looked at long-term retention of nanoparticles, but of those 

that have, nanoparticles relying solely on passive targeting mechanisms (i.e. via the EPR 

effect) are rapidly cleared from target tissue.[2, 17, 26, 27] Nanoparticles relying on active 

targeting mechanisms involving receptor recognition, such as MMP-2 and MMP-9 targeting 

peptides,[28] have demonstrated efficient targeting in ischemic zones and shown somewhat 

improved retention times from 24 hr to 7 days.[17, 27] Despite these improvements, current 

receptor binding strategies to target ligands in the infarct post-MI are not sufficient for 

prolonged retention.[10, 29] Data for target tissue retention of receptor binding nanoparticles 

within other disease models (e.g. ischemic hindlimb or cancer) beyond hours or days is 

similarly lacking.[30] Our results demonstrate that a localized morphology change from 

nanoscale spherical micelles to microscale network-like materials drastically enhances 

retention within the infarct as compared with non-responsive particles, providing a unique 
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tactic for overcoming rapid tissue clearance. Unlike other systems, we utilize an active 

targeting mechanism reliant on the activity of an enzyme, rather than a receptor binding 

event. Furthermore, our system is maintained in the infarct zone as suggested by 

visualization of the rhodamine dye up to 28 days post-injection. Given that free dye would 

be rapidly cleared and that the nonresponsive particles also have the same tag, yet do not 

show the same degree of aggregation and retention, this suggests that fluorescently labeled 

aggregates remain in the tissue.

In addition to infarct targeting, off-site accumulation and safety are important to assess with 

any nanoparticle therapy. Histopathologic evaluation of heart sections showed expected 

inflammatory responses associated with MI remodeling.[2] No differences were observed 

between infarcted myocardium containing aggregated particles and the time matched infarct 

controls, which received no injections. Furthermore, at 28 days post-injection, there was no 

observed difference in macrophage infiltration (as identified by CD68+ cells) compared to 

the infarct control (Supplemental Information, Figure S8). We also evaluated the 

biodistribution of responsive particles to satellite organs. Particles were observed in the liver, 

spleen, and lung, with minimal presence seen in the kidneys (Supplemental Information, 

Figure S9). The biodistribution of nanoparticles when delivered IV has been described for a 

number of different systems, and it is generally accepted that larger particles are internalized 

by the reticuloendothelelial system (RES), while smaller particles are more widely 

distributed in the body.[14, 31–33] Despite these observations, the toxicity and biodistribution 

of nanoparticles when delivered IV is not well understood.[32, 34] For example, similarly 

sized nanoparticles composed of silver, gold, and poly(ethylene glycol) have shown different 

distribution trends.[31, 33] Among polymeric nanoparticles, toxicity has been evidenced by 

acute liver inflammation and apoptosis.[31] To assess the potential toxicity of our responsive 

particles, satellite organs from rats, 2 and 28 days post-IV injection (3 and 29 days post-MI, 

respectively) were evaluated and compared to those from both healthy and infarcted rats that 

received no injections (Supplemental Information Figure S10). Satellite organ 

histopathologic evaluation revealed essentially normal tissues. In addition, no signs of 

weight loss or changes in behavior were observed within both groups for up to 5 days post-

injection and upon euthanasia 28 days post-injection. These results indicate that there were 

no signs of toxicity from these nanoparticles. It will however be important to perform more 

rigorous toxicity studies prior to translation. The responsive particles were fluorescently 

labeled for easy detection ex vivo; however, this label would not be necessary for human 

application. While ROMP polymers containing polynorbornene backbones have similarly 

shown to be non-toxic in the presence of mammalian cell lines,[35][36] several additional 

toxicity and biocompatibility studies will be necessary to prove the safety of this polymer 

and nanoparticle formulations.

Early intervention of MI has the potential to slow or inhibit the progression of negative LV 

remodeling. To date, most therapeutic delivery strategies have involved intramyocardial 

biomaterial injections[7], although translation to acute MI patients is unlikely given the 

increased risk of ventricular rupture immediately post-MI.[6, 7] One promising, minimally 

invasive strategy is the systemic injection of nanoparticles. However, many of the 

investigated systems lack long-term retention within the MI.[10, 23, 24] The enzyme-

responsive nanoparticles described here provide an efficient template for targeting the acute 
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MI and remain in the infarct for up to 28 days post-injection. We have shown that the 

responsive nanoparticles are enzyme-responsive, accumulate due to upregulation of MMPs 

after MI, and are deliverable through both intramyocardial and IV injection. In summary, 

this unique approach constitutes a minimally invasive method for the delivery of a material 

scaffold to acutely infarcted myocardium, providing a promising approach for prolonged 

therapeutic delivery. Future studies will explore the conjugation of different small molecule 

or peptide therapeutics, and their efficacy in the heart balanced with potential side effects 

from off target nanoparticle retention.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. Responsive nanoparticles target, accumulate, and are retained within an acute 
myocardial infarction due to enzyme-induced aggregation
(A) Diagram of a dye-labeled brush peptide-polymer amphiphile (PPA) containing an 

MMP-2 and MMP-9 specific recognition sequence, shown underlined. PPAs self-assemble 

into nanoparticles through hydrophobic-hydrophilic interactions when dialyzed into aqueous 

buffer. (B) Schematic of nanoparticles freely circulating in the bloodstream (not to scale) 

upon systemic delivery. Nanoparticles enter the infarct tissue through the leaky acute MI 

vasculature, and upregulated MMPs within the infarct induce the formation of an aggregate-

like scaffold. (C) In vitro, responsive (top) and nonresponsive (bottom) nanoparticles are 
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monodisperse micelles with diameters of 15–20 nm, and (D) upon activation, only 

responsive nanoparticles form an aggregate-like scaffold. (E) Corresponding images of 

nanoparticle solutions following activation. (F) Dynamic light scattering of nanoparticles 

before and after MMP activation.
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Figure 2. Retention of MMP pretreated responsive nanoparticles and clearance of nonresponsive 
nanoparticles in healthy myocardium
MMP pretreated particles were injected into healthy rat myocardium (A) and tissue was 

evaluated 1 minute, 1 hour, 1 day, 2 days, and 7 days post-injection for presence of the 

fluorescent aggregates (B). Rhodamine labeled, responsive particles (B, top row) were 

observed at the site of injection up to 7 days post-injection, while the nonresponsive particles 

(B, bottom row) were cleared after 1 hour. Scale bar: 1 mm (A); 50 µm (B).
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Figure 3. Retention of responsive nanoparticles upon localized delivery
Particles were injected intramyocardially 7 days post-MI and assessed 6 days post-injection. 

H&E images display the infarct area in A, and neighboring fluorescent sections are shown in 

B. Particles are shown in red and myocardium, which was labeled with an anti-α-actinin 

antibody, is shown in green. Selected regions from B (white outline) were magnified to 

highlight particle aggregation in C. Scale bar: 100 µm.
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Figure 4. Retention of IV delivered nanoparticles with the infarct
H&E images are shown in A, and neighboring fluorescent sections are shown in B. Particles 

are shown in red and myocardium, which was labeled with an anti-α-actinin antibody, is 

shown in green. Selected magnified regions from B (white outline) are shown in C. In the 

absence of an infarct, IV injected responsive particles do not accumulate in healthy 

myocardium. Very few nonresponsive particles (NR) particles, which were IV injected 24 

hours post-MI, were observed in the infarct 2 days post-injection. In contrast, aggregates of 
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responsive particles were observed in the infarct 2, 7, 14, or 28 days post-injection. Scale 

bar: 100 µm.
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